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A collection of early stories by the  best-selling author of THE LONG TRAIL and BOOM TOWN.

Josh and Dusty McCabe go mustanging, and Josh becomes dangerously obsessed with bringing in

a killer stallion...In the woods of New England in the 1670s, frontiersman Harland Scott goes to the

rescue of an Englishwoman who has been captured by hostile Indians...Austin Tremain begins a

quest to save a woman from murderous banditos...When a wagon train is attacked by Arapahoes

and three young brothers are carried off into captivity, the mysterious scout known only as Silver

decides to bring those boys back, or die trying.
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I've never really read much in the way of Westerns, I'm usually more of a Horror/Fantasy/Science

Fiction reader. Early Trails was a great introduction for me to the genre, I really enjoyed the stories,

and they kept my attention. In particular I really liked the Shining Eyes stories, and would love to

read more with those characters.



This is a wonderful collection of short stories. Mr. Dennison is a gifted author who crafts words into

stories with great character development, and believable plots that left me wishing that each of them

was a full-length novel. As I've stated before in another review of Brad's work, I'm not a true fan of

the western genre, but his stories are so well-crafted that it makes me ignore my personal

preferences. I would recommend this collection and anything written by this author. Very well done,

Brad. Kudos!

I have now read this book and another book by Brad Dennison and hiss writing ability is up there

among the best. When you can't put a book down for a while and have to finish it you know it is

good. I was looking for new writers and I found a good one.

Short stories written by an awesome up and coming author. His writing keeps me wanting more

stories, and novels. This book of short stories made me want to read more of each story. Hopefully

there will be some sequels in the future.

I haven't read short Stories in a long time. Having been waiting a long time for Dennison's next

book, I wasted no time reading it. There is a wide variety of subject matter in this book of short

stories, Western. The stories are interesting to read, and the language is clean. These stories are

suitable for a wide age range. Happy reading!

Mr. Dennison is a wonderful story teller. We are fortunate he kept these stories so we could read

them now. Perseverance has given us the opportunity to enjoy some good reading. Thanks and

keep on writing.

I've been reading the McCabe series and was quite taken with all the characters. And decided to

read the Early Trails and I was not disappointed. Good job. I'm glad you had the chance to publish

your earlier writings. I love these characters maybe you could indulge us with as rewrite of shinning

eyes with a beginning starting when the brothers where fourteen and joined the Indians.

Each little story makes you want a 300 page book with the same story line. They start off and the

first thing you know you are hooked. And then another story starts. Darn ! They are all good plots.

Come on Brad, give us more.
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